Healthy walk and meet & greet
Experience Stuttgart with other students from abroad

There are a few things that are absolutely indispensable when you’re new in Germany as a student – especially your health insurance.

On 22.06.2022 we as BARMER offer foreign students the opportunity to make new contacts, to exchange ideas about possible start-up difficulties in Germany and possible solutions, and to get to know their new home city of Stuttgart from its most beautiful side.

All this takes place during an interesting tour of downtown Stuttgart. The focus is on the cultural history as well as some hotspots where you can make new contacts and ask questions all around health insurance. And best of all you get some exercise and do something for your health.

Health is a precious commodity. Preventive healthcare and the best available treatment in the event of sickness are essential for one’s quality of life. That’s why it’s important to us that you stay healthy.

The BARMER bonus program allows you to simply collect bonus points by engaging in health-promoting activities and we reward you for doing so.

The offer is for you as a student from abroad as well as your buddies.

#bringafriend

We are happy about every participant from abroad to whom we can bring Stuttgart a little closer.

This offer is for everyone – not only BARMER members. It pays to be quick! The number of participants is limited to 25 people.

Interested? Then please scan the QR code on the right and enter your personal data.

Your seminar code is: FITNESS2206

Please enter this code on the registration page in the field “Seminar-Code”.

After successful registration we will send you a confirmation and further information about the exact meeting point.

Do you need more information? Please feel free to contact Tim Landbeck.

Phone: +49 170 3377995
Mail: tim.landbeck@barmer.de

We are looking forward to welcome you and your friends.

Datum: 2022-06-22
Ort: Stuttgart
Zeit: 4:00 PM

tim.landbeck@barmer.de
Hier geht’s zu
www.barmer.de/a006673